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ABSTRACT
Frequent pattern mining is an essential tool in the data miner’s toolbox, with data applications running the gamut from itemsets, sequences, trees, to graphs and topological structures. Despite its
importance, a major issue has clouded the frequent pattern mining
methodology: the number of frequent patterns can easily become
too large to be analyzed and used. Though many efforts have tried
to tackle this issue, it remains to be an open problem. In this paper,
we propose a novel block-interaction model to answer this call.
This model can help summarize a collection of frequent itemsets
and provide accurate support information using only a small number of frequent itemsets. At the heart of our approach is a set of core
blocks, each of which is the Cartesian product of a frequent itemset
and its support transactions. Those core blocks interact with each
other through two basic operators (horizontal union and vertical
union) to form the complexity of frequent patterns. Each frequent
itemset can be expressed and its frequency can be accurately recovered through the combination of these core blocks. This is also
the first complete generative model for describing the formation of
frequent patterns. Specifically, we relate the problem of finding a
minimal block-interaction model to a generalized set-cover problem, referred to as the graph set cover (GSC) problem. We develop
an efficient algorithm based on GSC to discover the core blocks. A
detailed experimental evaluation demonstrates the effectiveness of
our approach.

1. INTRODUCTION
Frequent pattern mining is an essential tool in the data miner’s
toolbox, with data applications running the gamut from itemsets,
sequences, trees, to graphs and topological structures [2, 23, 3, 29,
4]. Frequent pattern mining not only works by itself to discover
hidden patterns from relational or structured data, but also serves
as a basis for other data mining techniques, including association
rules, clustering, classification, indexing, etc. Over the years, the
data mining community has achieved great success in developing
efficient and scalable mining algorithms to discover frequent patterns (See [13] for a state-of-the-art review).
However, a major issue has clouded the frequent pattern mining
methodology from the very beginning: the number of frequent patterns can easily become too large to be analyzed and used. Many
efforts have been made in attempting to reduce the number of frequent patterns, especially for itemsets (which can be generalized to
other pattern types). An early reduction approach considered how
to utilize “constraints” to filter out non-essential itemsets. Wellknown examples include maximal frequent patterns [18], closed
frequent patterns [20], non-derivable itemsets [9], and δ-cluster notation [26]. A weakness of this approach is that they either cannot

recover the frequency of individual frequent itemsets (like maximal frequent patterns), or can still produce a very large number
of patterns. Another approach, which includes top-k frequent patterns [14], top-k redundancy-aware patterns [25], and error-tolerant
patterns [28], tries to rank the importance of individual patterns, or
to revise the frequency concept to reduce the number of frequent
patterns. However, these methods generally do not provide a good
representation of the collection of frequent patterns.
The most recent approach is referred to as pattern summarization, which aims to offer a global view of the whole collection of
frequent itemsets. In [1], the authors propose to use K itemsets as
a concise representation to approximately cover the majority of the
frequent itemsets. Typically, those itemsets are either maximal frequent itemsets or close to being maximal, with the condition that
most of their subsets are frequent (subject to false positive constraint). A key open question mentioned in this work is how to
derive the support information for an frequent itemset from such
summarization. Several works have applied probabilistic inference
to restore or browse the frequency of frequent itemsets [16, 27, 22,
21]. However, contrary to the original goal of [1], these works do
not directly contribute to the reduction of frequent patterns.
Can we summarize a collection of frequent itemsets and provide
accurate support information using only a small number of frequent
itemsets? In this paper, we provide a novel block-interaction model
to answer this call. At the heart of our approach is a set of core
blocks, also referred to as hyperrectangles [24], or tiles [11, 12],
each of which is the Cartesian product of a frequent itemset and
its support transactions. Those core blocks interact with each other
through two basic operators (horizontal union and vertical union) to
form the complexity of frequent patterns. Each frequent itemset can
be expressed and its frequency can be accurately recovered through
the combination of these core blocks. This is the first complete generative model for describing the formation of frequent patterns. An
additional benefit is that this model also provides a simple explanation of each frequent itemset based on a small set of core blocks
and two basic operators. Finally, this generative model naturally
reduces the entire collection of frequent itemsets to a very small
core set. Note that in [17], we developed an approach to provide
a generative view of an entire collection of itemsets. However, that
model, similar to [1], could not recover support information for an
individual itemset. Besides, the optimization goal of [17] is not to
reduce the number of frequent itemsets to a small core set, but to
minimize the representation or storage cost of maximal itemsets.
The contributions of this paper are as follows.
1. We develop the first generative model to describe the formation of frequent itemsets. This model not only reduces the
entire collection of frequent itemsets to a small number of
core patterns, but also it can express each frequent itemset

and recover its frequency.
2. We relate the problem of finding a small set of core patterns
to a generalized set-cover problem, referred to as the Graph
Set Cover (GSC) problem. We develop an efficient algorithm
utilizing GSC to compute the small set of core patterns.
3. We have performed a detailed experimental evaluation; our
experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.

2. BLOCK-INTERACTION MODEL AND
PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we formally introduce the block-interaction model
for a collection of frequent itemsets Fα with α being the minimum
support level.
Let the transaction database DB be represented as a binary matrix, i.e., a cell (i, j) is 1 if a transaction i contains item j; otherwise
0. For convenience, we also denote the database DB as the set of
all cells which are 1, i.e., DB = {(i, j) : DB[i, j] = 1}. Let
the block B be the Cartesian product of a transaction set T and an
itemset I, i.e., B = T × I = {(i, j) : i ∈ T and j ∈ I}, such that
B ⊆ DB. In other words, each block is an all-one submatrix of the
binary matrix of DB. For a block B, we also denote T (B) as the
transaction set of B and I(B) as the itemset of B, i.e., T (B) = T
and I(B) = I for B = T × I.
The block-interaction model contains a set of core blocks and
two simple block operators, the block vertical union () and the
block horizontal union () operators. Those core blocks and operators can provide a generative view of a collection of frequent
itemsets and derive a concise explanation for each itemset.
Core Blocks: Given a transaction database DB, the block-interaction
model contains a small set of core blocks, denoted as B = {B1 , B2 ,
· · · , Bp }, where Bi is a block of transaction database DB.
Block Vertical Union (): Given two blocks B1 = T1 × I1 and
B2 = T2 × I2 , the block vertical union operator generates a new
block with the itemset being the intersection of two itemsets I1 ∩
I2 and the transaction set being the union of two transaction sets
T1 ∪ T2 (Figure 1(a)):
B1  B2 = T1 × I1  T2 × I2 = (T1 ∪ T2 ) × (I1 ∩ I2 )
Block Horizontal Union (): Given two blocks B1 = T1 × I1
and B2 = T2 × I2 , the block horizontal union operator generates a
new block with the itemset being the union of two itemsets I1 ∪ I2
and the transaction set being the intersection of two transaction sets
T1 ∩ T2 (Figure 1(b)):
B1  B2 = T1 × I1  T2 × I2 = (T1 ∩ T2 ) × (I1 ∪ I2 )

Clearly, for any two blocks B1 and B2 of transaction database
DB, their vertical union (B1 B2 ) and horizontal union (B1 B2 )
are also blocks of DB. It is also easy to observe the following properties of these two operators (the proof is omitted for simplicity).
L EMMA 1. Both operators satisfy the commutative, associate,
and distributive properties, i.e.,
B1  B2 = B2  B1 , B1  (B2  B3 ) = (B1  B2 )  B3 ,
B1  B2 = B2  B1 , B1  (B2  B3 ) = (B1  B2 )  B3 ,
B1  (B2  B3 ) = (B1  B2 )  (B1  B3 ),
B1  (B2  B3 ) = (B1  B2 )  (B1  B3 )
Given the core blocks B and the two block operators, we can
recursively generate a large set of blocks. Formally, we introduce
the closure of B, denoted P(B), as the set of all blocks generated
by the combination of core blocks B using the two operators:
Block Closure of B, P(B): 1) for any block B ∈ B, B ∈ P(B);
2) If B1 ∈ P(B) and B2 ∈ P(B), then B1  B2 ∈ P(B); 3) If
B1 ∈ P(B) and B2 ∈ P(B), then B1  B2 ∈ P(B)).
Now, we relate the frequent itemset I ∈ Fα to the set of core
blocks B and its closure P. We define supp(I) to be the support of
itemset I in the transaction database DB.
D EFINITION 1. (Block Support) Given an itemset I, if a block
B in P(B) subsumes I, i.e.,I ⊆ I(B), and if |T (B)| ≥ (1 −
ǫ)supp(I), where ǫ is a user-preferred accuracy level for support
recovery, then we say I is supported or explained by block B,
denoted as B |= I. For a given set of frequent itemset Fα , and a
set of core blocks B, if any itemset I in Fα is supported by at least
one block B in the closure P of B, then we say that Fα is supported
or explained by B or P, denoted as B |= Fα or P |= Fα .
Given this, we can see that the block-interaction model provides
a generative view of any frequent itemset by utilizing the two operators on top of a small set of core blocks. Indeed, each block in
the block closure can be written as an expression of core blocks
and block operators. However, the potential problem is that such
an expression may be too complex or too unnatural to provide explanatory power. For instance, a straightforward but extreme interaction model would be to consider each single item-transaction pair
in the database as a core block, i.e., B = DB. Alternatively, we
could treat each single column (each item with all its support transactions) as a core block. Clearly, these sets of core blocks neither
provide a satisfactory generative view of the collection of frequent
itemsets nor are able to concisely summarize them. The underlying
reason for such an issue is that the core blocks do not immediately
relate to the frequent itemsets and the block expression can be too
complex.
In order to derive a meaningful block-interaction model, we consider constraining the complexity of each block expression for supporting or explaining an itemset. Specifically, we introduce the
concepts of (2 × 2)-block support (read ”two by two”) and (2 × 2)block interaction model.
D EFINITION 2. ((2 × 2)-Block Support) Given an itemset I,
if a block B in the block closure P supports I, i,e., B |= I, and if
this block can be expressed in the following format,
B = (B1  B2 )  (B3  B4 ),

Figure 1: Block Union

(1)

where B1 , B2 , B3 , B4 ∈ B are core blocks, then we say I is (2 ×
2)-block supported by B. If each itemset I in Fα is (2 × 2)-block
supported by B, then we say B is a (2 × 2)-block interaction model
for Fα .

Note that in our (2×2)-block support definition, the four blocks,
B1 , B2 , B3 and B4 , are not necessarily different. In other words,
some or all may correspond to the same block. For instance, B1
and B2 can be the same: B1 = B2 . Figure 2 illustrates the block
expression for the 2 × 2 block support (and interaction model).
Note that we could also define the 2 × 2 block support based on
the block expression (B1  B2 )  (B3  B4 ). The methodology
developed in this paper can be naturally adopted for such a model
as well. Due to space limitation, we focus our discussion the first
model. In general, we may further relax the constraint to consider
more operators in the block expression. However, relaxation will
increase the expression complexity. The 2 × 2 model is the most
concise one which allows both operators to be utilized in the block
expression in a symmetric fashion.

The reduction utilizes the database DB, whose entire set of items
is D, i.e., each element in D corresponds to a unique item in DB.
For each item d ∈ D, we create k (k > |C|) unique transactions in
DB such that each transaction contains only item d. These transactions with the item make up a single-item block. For each itemset
c ∈ C, we create 1 unique transaction in DB such that it contains all items in c but nothing else. This transaction with its itemk
set c makes up a single-transaction block. Let α = k+|C|
and
1
ǫ = 1 − k+|C| . Clearly the reduction takes polynomial time. A
example of such reduction is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 2: 2 × 2 block interaction (B1  B2 )  (B3  B4 )
Given the (2 × 2) block interaction model, our goal is to provide
a generative view of an entire collection of itemsets Fα using only
a small set of core blocks B.
D EFINITION 3. (Minimal (2 × 2)-Block Interaction Model)
Let the complexity of the (2×2)-block interaction model be defined
as the number of core blocks, |B|. Given a collection of frequent
itemset Fα , we seek the most concise (2 × 2)-block interaction
model to explain Fα , i.e.,
arg min B |= Fα
|B|

3. THEORETICAL BASIS
In this section, we first study the NP-hardness of the minimal
(2 × 2)-block interaction model (Subsection 3.1) and then we introduce a new variant of the set cover problem, referred to as the
graph set cover problem (GSC for short), which forms the basis
of our algorithm to identify the minimal (2 × 2)-block interaction
model (Subsection 3.2). In the following sections (Section 4 and
Section 5, we discuss how to transform our problem into GSC problem and how to solve it efficiently.

3.1 Hardness Results
T HEOREM 1. Given a transaction database DB and a collection of frequent itemsets Fα , it is NP-hard to find a minimal (2×2)block interaction model.
Proof:To prove this theorem, we reduce the set cover problem,
which is well-known to be NP-hard, to this problem.
The minimum set cover problem can be formulated as follows:
Given a collection C of subsets of a finite set D, what is the C ′ ⊆
C with minimum |C ′ | such that every element in D belongs to at
least one member of C ′ ? We assume that there is no set c ∈ C
that covers D completely, otherwise the solution is trivial. We also
assume each set c is unique in C.

Figure 3:
d4 , d5 , d6 }, C

D

=

{d1 , d2 , d3 ,

= {c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 , c5 },

Figure 4: An example of GSC
problem

c1 = {d1 , d2 , d3 }, c2 = {d4 , d5 , d6 },
c3 = {d1 , d2 }, c4 = {d3 , d4 }, c5 =
{d5 , d6 }

k
Because α = k+|C|
, we conclude that Fα of DB contains |D|
frequent itemsets, each of which is an element in D. We also conclude that any block T × I can support a frequent itemsets d where
1
.
d ∈ I, due to ǫ = 1 − k+|C|
Then we claim that the minimal (2 × 2)-block interaction model
for DB implies a solution for the minimum set cover problem.
This claim can be proved by combining the following lemmas:

L EMMA 2. For any block T ×I of DB, there exists a set c ∈ C
such that I ⊆ c.
L EMMA 3. For each item d of DB, there must exist a block
T × I in the minimal (2 × 2)-block interaction model such that
d ∈ I.
Let ’base blocks’ denote those single-item and single-transaction
blocks created during the reduction. Lemma 2 can be proved by
showing that block horizontal union cannot create a new block that
is not covered by any base block. Lemma 3 is correct according to
the fact that any single item is frequent and must be supported by
some block. Due to space limits, we omit the proof details for these
lemmas in this paper. 2

3.2

Graph Set Cover Problem

In this subsection, we introduce a new variant of the set cover
problem, which is closely related to the minimal (2 × 2)-block
interaction model and is utilized in solving our problem.

D EFINITION 4. (Graph Set Cover (GSC) Problem) Let U be
the ground set and let G = (V, E) be a graph, where each vertex
and each edge is associated with a collection of elements in U : for
a vertex v, let S(v) be the elements associated with v ∈ V ; for an
edge (u, v), let S(u, v) be the elements associated with (u, v) ∈ E
(S(v), S(u, v) ⊆ U ). Given a set of vertices Vs ⊆ V , let G[Vs ] =
(Vs , Es ) be the subgraph induced by vertices Vs , and let S(G[Vs ])
be the elements covered by the induced subgraph G[Vs ], i.e.,
[
[
(2)
S(G[Vs ]) =
S(v)
S(u, v).
v∈Vs

(u,v)∈Es

Given this, the GSC problem seeks the smallest number of vertices,
such that their induced subgraph can cover all the elements in the
ground set, i.e.,
arg min S(G[Vs ]) = U.
|Vs |

(3)

Figure 4 shows an example of GSC, where the ground set U =
{1, 2, · · · , 10}, and both vertices and edges in the graphs associate
with a subset of U . The induced subgraph of vertices a, c, and d
can cover U and is the optimal solution of this GSC problem.
It is not hard to see that the GSC problem is a generalization of
the classical set cover problem [10]. Indeed, if we consider only
the vertices are assigned with elements and the edges are not, then,
this problem is a simple set cover problem. This also immediately
shows the NP-hardness of this problem.
T HEOREM 2. The GSC problem is NP-hard.
This problem is more closely related to the recently proposed
set-cover-with-pairs problem [15].
D EFINITION 5. (Set-Cover-with-Pairs Problem) Let U be the
ground set and let S = {1, . . . , M } be a set of objects. For every
{i, j} ⊆ S, let C(i, j) be the collection of elements in U covered
by the pair {i, j}. The objective of the set cover with pairs (SCP)
problem is to find a subset S ′ ⊆ S such that
C(S ′ ) =

also move the sets of elements associated with each vertex S(v) to
the corresponding new edge, i.e., S(v, v0 ). We also assume the cost
of virtual vertex v0 is zero. Thus, we transform our GSC problem
into a SCP problem.
Given this, to solve the GSC problem, we can always 1) cover the
virtual vertex at the first step since there is no cost associated with
it; 2) employ the greedy algorithm for SCP to complete the covering process. Clearly, the approximation
bound achieved by this
√
procedure is no worse than O( N log N ) (considering the optimal
first step is always given by covering the virtual vertex).

[

C(i, j) = U

{i,j}⊆S ′

with a minimum number of objects.
Note that we consider each object in SCP and each vertex in the
GSC problem to be unweighted. Both can be easily reformulated
as weighted versions but that is beyond scope of this work. It is
easy to see that the SCP problem is also a special case of the GSC
problem. Here, the input of SCP is a complete graph where each
edge associates with a subset of the ground set U (not vertices). As
demonstrated in [15], the approximation solution for SCP is much
harder than the classical set cover problem, where a logarithmic
bound approximation is available. The best known approach for
the SCP is the following greedy algorithm:
Let R be the set of objects already covered, where R = ∅ initially; then at each iteration, we select the minimum of these two
1
is minimum; and 2)
choices: 1) a node i such that |C(R∪{i})\C(R)|
2
a pair of nodes i and j such that |C(R∪{i,j})\C(R)|
is minimum. We
repeat such iteration until all elements are covered (R =
√ U ).
This greedy algorithm has been proved to yield an O( N log N )
approximation ratio, where N is the cardinality of the ground set
N = |U |, for the cardinality SCP problem. Note that we can directly employ this algorithm to the GSC problem as follows. We
add a virtual vertex v0 in the GSC problem, and then we link each
vertex in the original graph with this virtual vertex. After that, we

4.

A TWO-STAGE APPROACH

In this section, we describe an overall approach based on the
GSC problem to generate a minimal (2×2)-block interaction model.
Since it is hard to find the overall optimal number of core blocks
for a collection of frequent itemsets Fα , we consider a two-stage
algorithm for this purpose. In the first stage, we seek a minimal
number of blocks which use only the  operator to support the entire collection of frequent itemsets. In the second stage, we seek a
minimal number of blocks which use only the  operator to represent the blocks discovered in the first stage. Before we describe
each of the two stages in details (Subsection 4.1), we first discuss
several simple properties which can help simplify the search for the
(2 × 2) block interaction model.
We will first simplify our problem by reducing both the targeted frequent itemsets and by limiting the scope of candidate core
blocks. First, let the targeted collection frequent itemsets be Fα .
We make the following observations:
O BSERVATION 1. Let CFα be the set of all closed frequent
itemsets with minimal support α (an itemset is closed if no superset
has as high a support level, CFα ⊆ Fα . For a set of core blocks B,
if it can support each closed itemset in CFα under the (2×2)-block
support expression, i.e., it is a (2 × 2) block interaction model for
CFα , then, it is a (2 × 2) block interaction model for Fα (and vice
versa).
This observation allows us to focus on only the closed frequent
itemsets CFα in searching for the (2 × 2) block interaction model.
O BSERVATION 2. Let B be the set of core blocks of an (2 × 2)block interaction model for the collection of closed frequent itemsets CFα . Then, for any block Bi = Ii × Ti ∈ B, we can
always expand its transaction set to be T (Ii ), where T (Ii ) includes all the transactions containing (supporting) Ii . We refer
to block Ii × T (Ii ) as a supporting block. We can further expand the itemset Ii of the supporting block such that Ii ⊆ Ii′ and
T (Ii′ ) = T (Ii ) where there is no other itemset Ii′′ with Ii′ ⊂ Ii′′ and
T (Ii ) = T (Ii′ ) = T (Ii′′ ). In other words, Ii′ is a closed itemset,
and we refer to the expanded block as a closed supporting block.
This observation confirms that in any (2 × 2) block interaction
model, each core block can be replaced by a closed supporting
block. Thus, to simplify our search, the only candidate core blocks
we need to consider are closed blocks. In addition, since one of the
goals of this work is to reduce the collection of frequent itemsets
to a very small number of them, we can further limit the candidate
core blocks to those whose itemsets are closed frequent itemsets
(CFα ).
Formally, let the set of all candidate core blocks be CB = {I ×
T (I)|I ∈ CFα }. Given this, we would like to search B ⊆ CB,
such that with minimal |B|, each closed frequent itemset can be
supported or explained by a (2 × 2) block expression:
arg min B |= CFα , B ⊆ CB
|B|

Note that if B1 , B2 ∈ CB, then, I(B1  B2 ) ∈ CFα2 , where
CFα2 = {I1 ∪ I2 |I1 , I2 ∈ CFα }. This observation is used in the
next subsection for discovering the core blocks of a (2 × 2)-block
interaction model.

4.1 Vertical Union () and Horizontal Union
() Decomposition
As mentioned earlier, in order to find the set of core blocks for
a (2 × 2) block interaction model, we consider a two-stage algorithm, where in each stage, we utilize a single type of operator (
or ) to support a collection of (frequent) itemsets. The rationale
for this two-stage approach comes from the following observation.
Basically, for any closed frequent itemsets I ∈ CFα , we need a
(2 × 2)-block expression to support it: (B1  B2 )  (B3  B4 ),
where B1 , B2 , B3 and B4 are core blocks. The optimization goal
is to minimize the total number of unique core blocks. Since this is
an NP-hard problem and the direct optimization is hard to achieve,
we consider the following heuristics. If the total number of unique
core blocks is small, then their combinations B1 B2 and B3 B4
which are used in the (2 × 2)-block expression in supporting each
closed frequent itemset also tend to be small. This observation inspires us to divide the overall problem into two subproblems which
can be solved independently: in the first stage, we seek a minimal
number of blocks which use only the  operator to support the entire collection of frequent itemsets; in the second stage, we seek a
minimal number of blocks which use only the  operator to support the itemsets of the blocks discovered in the first stage. Here,
we describe these two stages in detail.
Stage 1 (Minimizing Vertical Union Decomposition): In the first
stage, we seek a minimal number of blocks (C) which use only the
 operator to support the entire collection of closed frequent itemsets (CFα ). Those blocks C discovered in the first stage then will
be decomposed using  operator in the second stage. Specifically,
the goal of the first stage is as follows:
D EFINITION 6. (Subproblem 1: Minimal Vertical Union Decomposition Problem) Given a collection of closed frequent itemset CFα , we seek a small set of blocks, C = {C1 , · · · , Cm }, where
Ci = Ii × T (Ii ) and Ii ∈ CFα2 , such that each itemset I ∈ CFα
can be supported or explained by at most two blocks Ci and Cj
in C, Ci  Cj |= I with respect to accuracy level ǫ1 (ǫ1 ≤ ǫ):
I ⊆ I(Ci  Cj ) and
|T (Ci  Cj )| ≥ (1 − ǫ1 )supp(I).
Now we transform Subproblem 1 into an instance of the GSC
problem (Subsection 3.2). Let U1 = CFα be the ground set to be
covered. Let G1 = (V1 , E1 ) be the graph we will construct.
Vertex Set Construction: Each vertex in the graph G1 corresponds to a candidate block in {Ii × T (Ii )|Ii ∈ CFα2 }, i.e., |V | =
|CFα2 |. For each vertex v ∈ V1 , let Bv be the corresponding candidate block (Bv ∈ {Ii × T (Ii )|Ii ∈ CFα2 }). Each vertex v is
assigned with a set S(v) which contains contains all the closed frequent itemsets being supported or explained by Bv :
S(v) = {I ∈ CFα |Bv |= I}
i.e., I(Bv ) ⊆ I and |T (Bv )| = supp(I(Bv )) ≥ (1 − ǫ1 )supp(I).
Edge Set Construction: For any two vertices v1 and v2 in G1 ,
let set S(v1 , v2 ) include all the closed frequent itemsets which are
supported by Bv1  Bv2 but are not supported by Bv1 or Bv2 :
S(v1 , v2 ) = {I ∈ CFα |Bv1  Bv2 |= I}\(S(v1 ) ∪ S(v2 )) (∗)
i.e., I(Bv1 )∩I(Bv2 ) ⊇ I and |T (Bv1 Bv2 )| ≥ (1−ǫ1 )supp(I)
(how to efficiently compute |T (Bv1  Bv2 )| will be discussed in

Subsection 5.1). If S(v1 , v2 ) is not empty, then, these two vertices
v1 and v2 are linked and set S(v1 , v2 ) is assigned to the corresponding edge.
It is easy to see that each subset of vertices Vs in G1 which covers the ground set, i.e., S(G1 [Vs ]) = U1 , corresponds to a set of
blocks C = {Bv |v ∈ Vs } which supports the collection of closed
frequent itemsets CFα , i.e., C |= CFα (a solution for subproblem
1). Further, the optimal solution for the graph set problem is also
the optimal solution for subproblem 1. Finally, we note that based
on the greedy algorithm described
in subsection 3.2, we obtain an
√
approximation bound O( N log N ) with N = |CFα |.
Stage 2 (Minimizing Horizontal Union Decomposition): In the
second stage, we will seek a minimal number of blocks (B) to support the blocks (C) discovered in the first stage. Formally, the goal
of this stage is formally described as follows.
D EFINITION 7. (Subproblem 2: Minimal Horizontal Union
Decomposition Problem) Let C be the set of blocks discovered
in the first stage, we seek a minimal number of closed supporting
blocks, B = {B1 , · · · , Bk }, where Bi = Ii × T (Ii ), Ii ∈ CFα ,
such that the itemset I(C) of each block C ∈ C is supported or
explained by at most two blocks Bi and Bj in B, Bi  Bj |= I(C)
with respect to accuracy level ǫ2 = (ǫ−ǫ1 )/2, i.e., I(C) ⊆ I(Bi 
Bj ) and
|T (Bi  Bj )| ≥ (1 − ǫ2 )supp(I(C)).
Now we transform Subproblem 2 into an instance of the GSC
problem. Let U2 = {I(C)|C ∈ C} be the ground set to be covered,
where C is the collection of blocks generated in the first stage. Let
G2 = (V2 , E2 ) be the graph for this subproblem.
Vertex Set Construction: Each vertex v in G2 corresponds to a
closed supporting block B = I × T (I), where I ∈ CFα and is
assigned with a set S(v), which contains all the frequent itemsets
which are supported or explained by the corresponding block of v,
denoted as Bv :
S(v) = {I ∈ U2 |B(v) |= I}
i.e., I(Bv ) ⊇ I and |T (Bv )| ≥ (1 − ǫ2 )supp(I).
Edge Set Construction: For any two vertices v1 and v2 in G2 , let
set S(v1 , v2 ) include all the itemsets in U which are supported by
Bv1  Bv2 , but are not supported by Bv1 or Bv2 :
S(v1 , v2 ) = {I ∈ U |Bv1  Bv2 |= I}\(S(v1 ) ∪ S(v2 )) (∗∗)
i.e., I(Bv1 )∪I(Bv2 ) ⊇ I and |T (Bv1 Bv2 )| ≥ (1−ǫ2 )supp(I).
If S(v1 , v2 ) is not empty, then these two vertices v1 and v2 are
linked and set S(v1 , v2 ) is assigned to the corresponding edge.
Again, we observe that each subset of vertices Vs in G2 which
covers the ground set, S(G2 [Vs ]) = U2 , corresponds to a set of
blocks B = {Bv |v ∈ Vs } which supports each itemset in C,
and the optimal solution for the graph set problem is also the optimal solution for subproblem 2. Using the greedy algorithm described
√ in subsection 3.2, we can obtain an approximation bound
O( N log N ) with N = |C|.

4.2

Correctness of the Two-Stage Approach

In this subsection, we prove that the blocks discovered in subproblems 1 and 2 form the core blocks of a (2×2) block interaction
model for CFα . Especially, we demonstrate how the user-preferred
accuracy level ǫ is distributed correctly into the two stages, ǫ1 ≤ ǫ
to stage 1 and ǫ2 = (ǫ − ǫ2 )/2 to stage 2. The effect of different
choices of ǫ1 will be studied in Section 7. To facilitate our discussion, we first make the following observations for the cardinality
of the transaction set generated by the vertical and horizontal union
operators.

O BSERVATION 3. Given any two blocks B1 = I1 × T (I1 ) and
B2 = I2 × T (I2 ), we have |T (I1 )| = supp(I1 ) and |T (I2 )| =
supp(I2 ). Then, the following properties hold:
|B1  B2 | =
=
=
=
|B1  B2 | =

|T (I1 ) ∪ T (I2 )|
|T (I1 )| + |T (I2 )| − |T (I1 ) ∩ T (I2 )|
|T (I1 )| + |T (I2 )| − |T (I1 ∪ I2 )|

5.

supp(I1 ) + supp(I2 ) − supp(I1 ∪ I2 )
|T1 ∩ T2 | = supp(I1 ∪ I2 )

T HEOREM 3. The set of core blocks discovered by subproblems
1 and 2 form the basis for a (2 × 2) block interaction model for the
collection of closed frequent itemsets CFα .
Proof:To prove this, we need to show that for each closed frequent
itemset I ∈ CFα , there are blocks B1 , B2 , B3 and B4 ∈ B, such
that (B1  B2 )  (B3  B4 ) |= I. Specifically, we must show that
(I(B1 ) ∪ I(B2 )) ∩ (I(B3 ) ∪ I(B4 )) ⊆ I and
|(B1  B2 )  (B3  B4 )| ≥ (1 − ǫ)supp(I).
First, we can see that from subproblem 1, for each closed itemset
I, we can identify two candidate blocks Ci = Ii × T (Ii ) and
Cj = Ij × T (Ij ) such that I(Ci ) ∩ I(Cj ) ⊆ I and
|T (Ci  Cj )| = |T (Ci )| + |T (Cj )| − |T (Ii ∪ Ij )| =

supp(Ii ) + supp(Ij ) − supp(Ii ∪ Ij ) ≥ (1 − ǫ1 )supp(I).

(4)

Then from subproblem 2, for both Ii and Ij , we can discover blocks
B1 , B2 for Ii and B3 , B4 for Ij , such that I(B1 ) ∪ I(B2 ) ⊆ Ii
and I(B3 ) ∪ I(B4 ) ⊆ Ij , and
|T (B1  B2 )| ≥ (1 − ǫ2 )supp(Ii )

|T (B3  B4 )| ≥ (1 − ǫ2 )supp(Ij )

2
Therefore, (B1  B2 )  (B3  B4 ) |= I.
2

(5)
(6)

where ǫ2 = (ǫ − ǫ1 )/2. To show B1 , B2 , B3 and B4 can explain
I, we can easily see
I((B1  B2 )  (B3  B4 )) =
(I(B1 ) ∪ I(B2 )) ∩ (I(B3 ) ∪ I(B4 )) ⊇ Ii ∩ Ij ⊇ I
In addition, the following inequality holds:
P ROPOSITION 4. |T ((B1 B2 )(B3 B4 ))| ≥ (1−ǫ)supp(I)
Proof:
|T ((B1  B2 )  (B3  B4 ))| =
|T (B1  B2 )| + |T (B3  B4 )| − |T (I(B1  B2 ) ∪ I(B3  B4 ))| ≥
(See (5)&(6))
(1 − ǫ2 )supp(Ii ) + (1 − ǫ2 )supp(Ij ) −
|T (I(B1  B2 ) ∪ I(B3  B4 ))| ≥
(1 − ǫ2 )supp(Ii ) + (1 − ǫ2 )supp(Ij ) − |T (Ii ∪ Ij )| ≥
(Ii ⊆ I(B1  B2 )&Ij ⊆ I(B3  B4 ) ⇒
Ii ∪ Ij ⊆ I(B1  B2 ) ∪ I(B3  B4 ) ⇒
|T (Ii ∪ Ij )| ≥ |T (I(B1  B2 ) ∪ I(B1  B2 ))|)
(1 − ǫ2 )supp(Ii ) + (1 − ǫ2 )supp(Ij ) − |T (Ii ∪ Ij )| =
supp(Ii ) + supp(Ij ) − ǫ2 supp(Ii ) − ǫ2 supp(Ij ) − |T (Ii ∪ Ij )| ≥
(See (4))
(1 − ǫ1 )supp(I) − ǫ2 supp(Ii ) − ǫ2 supp(Ij ) ≥
(Ii ∩ Ij ⊇ I ⇒ supp(I) ≥ supp(I1 ) ∧ supp(I) ≥ supp(I2 )&
ǫ − ǫ1
ǫ2 =
)
2
ǫ − ǫ1
supp(I) ∗ 2
(1 − ǫ1 )supp(I) −
2
≥ (1 − ǫ)supp(I)

FAST ALGORITHM FOR CORE BLOCK
DISCOVERY

In this section, we present the complete two-stage algorithm (Subsection 5.2) for discovering the core blocks of a (2×2)-block interaction model. In particular, we introduce several heuristics to deal
with the scalability issues (Subsection 5.1).

5.1

Scalability Issues and Heuristics

As discussed in Section 4, our approach for discovering the minimal (2 × 2) block interaction model contains two stages: the
vertical union decomposition and horizontal union decomposition
stages. Each stage involves two major computational steps: 1) constructing the instance of a GSC problem and then 2) invoking the
greedy GSC algorithm. However, both steps can be computationally expensive.
GSC construction: Let us look at the graph construction for the
first stage. The vertex set V1 corresponds to CFα2 = {Ii ∪Ij |Ii , Ij ∈
CFα } which includes the pairwise combination of any two closed
frequent itemsets. To construct edge set E1 , we try to join any
two vertices which involves O(|CFα2 |2 ) computational complexity. Even though |CFα2 | << |CFα |2 , this is still rather expensive.
A particular difficulty exists in computing S(v1 , v2 ), which needs
to determine if |T (Bv1 Bv2 )| ≥ (1−ǫ1 )supp(I) for any frequent
closed itemset I, where Bv1 = I1 × T (I1 ) and Bv2 = I2 × T (I2 )
(I1 , I2 ∈ CFα2 ). We can utilize Observation 3 to solve this problem: |T (Bv1  Bv2 )| = supp(I1 ) + supp(I2 ) − supp(I1 ∪ I2 ).
Therefore, we need precompute the support for CFα2 and CFα4 =
{I1 ∪ I2 |I1 , I2 ∈ CFα2 }. Clearly, this can be very costly.
To deal with this problem, we employ two heuristics to effectively reduce the candidate block search space. The first heuristic
considers the support constraints on the candidate blocks. If an
itemset in CFα2 has lower support, then its likelihood to combine
with other itemsets for recovering the supports of frequent itemsets
may be smaller. To compensate, we may request each candidate
itemset itself should cover at least one frequent itemset. This suggests that each itemset in CFα2 should have a support no less than
(1 − ǫ)α. In addition, since each candidate block can be improved
by a corresponding closed supporting block (Observation 2), we
further focus on only those closed itemsets in CFα2 instead of all
the members. In sum, the set of candidate blocks in stage 1 is written as CF(1−ǫ)α ∩ CFα2 .
Interestingly, we note that graph construction for the second stage
has a lesser scalability issue because its vertex set V2 corresponds
to CFα , which is smaller than CFα2 in the first stage. In addition,
only |C| blocks need to be covered, which can be orders of magnitude less than CFα for the first stage.
GSC Greedy Algorithm: Now we take a look of the GSC algorithm based on the greedy algorithm for the set-cover-with-pairs
(SCP) problem. In this greedy algorithm, we consider any pair of
vertices in the graph as a candidate for covering. Actually, we only
need to consider pairs of vertices that are adjacent (no improvement
over single vertex if they are not connected), but this still results
in O(|E1 |) and O(|E2 |) time complexity for each iteration of the
GSC algorithm in the first and second stage, respectively.
It is interesting to observe the following properties on the GSC
problem for the first stage.
L EMMA 4. In graph G1 = (V1 , E1 ) of the first stage, for any
edge set S(v1 , v2 ), there is a vertex set S(v3 ), such that S(v1 , v2 ) ⊆

S(v3 ).
Proof: For edge (v1 , v2 ) that covers any frequent itemsets in CFα ,
then |T (Iv1 ) ∪ T (Iv2 )| ≥ (1 − ǫ)α. Since our candidate blocks
in the first stage consider at least CF(1−ǫ)α ∩ CFα2 , it means there
is an itemset Iv3 such that Iv3 ⊆ Iv1 ∩ Iv2 and supp(Iv3 ) =
supp(Iv1 ∩Iv2 ) ≥ |T (Iv1 )∪T (Iv2 )|, i.e., Iv3 is the corresponding
closed items of Iv1 ∩ Iv2 . 2
A similar observation can be made for G2 = (V2 , E2 ) for the
second stage. In these types of SCP (i.e., for each edge set S(v1 , v2 ),
there is a vertex set S(v3 ) that covers at least as much), we observe that the ratio between the price of choosing an optimal ver1
and the price of choosing an optimal pair of
tex |C(R∪{i})\C(R)|
2
vertices (an edge) |C(R∪{i,j})\C(R)|
is no more than 3/2 (Greedy
algorithm for SCP, Section 3). This basically suggests that the benefit of choosing a pair (an edge) may be limited. Therefore, we can
simplify and speed up the GSC algorithm as follows:
1. Let R be the set of objects already covered, R = ∅ initially;
2. At each iteration, we select a vertex v such that
|S(G[R ∪ {i}])\S(G[R])| is maximum;
3. We repeat 2) until all elements in U are covered.
This algorithm is referred as GraphSetCover.

5.2 Algorithm Description
Algorithm 1 CoreBlockDiscovery(DB,CFα , ǫ)
Require: CFα : frequent closed itemsets in DB with minimum support α
Require: ǫ: user-defined accurracy level
{Stage 1: Block Vertical Union () Decomposition}
1: CFα2 ← {I1 ∪ I2 |I1 , I2 ∈ CFα };
2: CF ← CF(1−ǫ)α ∩ CFα2 {reducing the candidate blocks};
3: CF 2 ← {I1 ∪ I2 |I1 , I2 ∈ CF } ;
4: ComputeSupport(CF 2 \CF(1−ǫ)α ); {Compute support for each itemset in CF }
{Vertex Set Construction:}
5: for all Iv ∈ CF do
6: V1 ← V1 ∪ {(Iv , supp(Iv )};
7: S(v) ← {I ∈ CFα |I ⊆ Iv ∧ supp(Iv ) ≥ (1 − ǫ1 )supp(I)};
8: end for
{Edge Set Construction:}
9: for all (I1 , I2 ) ∈ CF × CF do
10: S(v1 , v2 ) ← {I ∈ CFα |I1 ∩ I2 ⊇ I ∧ supp(I1 ) + supp(I2 ) −
supp(I1 ∪ I2 ) ≥ (1 − ǫ1 )supp(I)}\(S(v1 ) ∪ S(v2 ));
11: if S(v1 , v2) 6= ∅ then
12:
E1 ← E1 ∪ {(v1 , v2 )};
13: end if
14: end for
15: C ← GraphSetCover(G1 (V1 , E1 ), CFα );
{Stage 2: Block Horizontal Union () Decomposition}
16: U ← {I(C)|C ∈ C};
{Vertex Set Construction:}
17: for all Iv ∈ CFα do
18: V2 ← V2 ∪ {(Iv , supp(Iv )};
19: S(v) ← {I ∈ U |I ⊆ Iv ∧ supp(Iv ) ≥ (1 − ǫ2 )supp(I)};
20: end for
{Edge Set Construction:}
21: for all (I1 , I2 ) ∈ CFα × CFα do
22: S(v1 , v2 ) ← {I ∈ U |I1 ∪ I2 ⊇ I ∧ supp(I1 ∪ I2 ) ≥ (1 −
ǫ2 )supp(I)}\(S(v1 ) ∪ S(v2 ));
23: if S(v1 , v2) 6= ∅ then
24:
E2 ← E2 ∪ {(v1 , v2 )};
25: end if
26: end for
27: B ← GraphSetCover(G2 (V2 , E2 ), U );

Algorithm 1 sketches the complete two-stage approach (including both vertical union () and horizontal union () decomposition, Section 4.1).

Lines 1 to 15 describe Stage 1 of Algorithm 1 for vertical union
decomposition. We first generate the candidate itemsets and their
supports in Lines 1 to 4. Note that to compute the support for
candidate itemsets in CF 2 \CF(1−ǫ)α , we simply organize those
itemsets in a prefix tree and then count their occurrences by enumerating the subsets in each transaction. We refer to this procedure
as ComputeSupport (details omitted). We then construct the vertex set of G1 (Lines 5 to 8) and its edge set (Lines 9 to 13. Once
the graph G1 is constructed, the GSC algorithm is invoked to cover
CFα using core blocks in C.
Similarly, Stage 2 of Algorithm 1 for horizontal union decomposition is described from Lines 16 to 27. Here, the ground set U (to
be covered) includes all the itemsets of blocks generated by Stage
1. We then construct the vertex set and edge set of G2 (Lines 17 to
25) Finally, after the graph G2 is constructed, the GSC algorithm is
called to find the final core blocks B, which is also the core blocks
of the entire (2 × 2)-block interaction model (Line 27).
Computational Complexity: Algorithm 1 consists of four parts:
(1) vertex construction of G1 , (2) edge construction of G1 , (3) vertex construction of G2 , and (4) edge construction of G2 , plus graph
set cover for G1 and G2 . The total time complexity for the four
parts is O(|CF |f (|CFα |))+O(|CF |2 |f (CFα |))+O(|CFα |f (|U |))
+O(|CFα |2 f (|U |)) = O(|CF |2 f (|CFα |) + |CFα |2 f (|CF |)).
Here f () is the cost of function to check if any itemset in CFα is
included in a vertex itemset or edge itemset. The naĩve implementation based on a linear scan yields f (|CFα |) = |CFα |. However,
we can improve this procedure by treating CFα as a transactional
database where each transaction is an itemset. Then, we can organize it by the vertical format, i.e., for each item, which transactions
contains it. Thus, the checking process can be improved significantly. The time complexity of GSC may vary according to its
detailed implementation. We only need to consider Stage 1 as it
is more expensive than Stage 2. A simple greedy algorithm has a
time complexity proportional to the size of the the graph (in our
case O(|CF |)) and the set of the ground set (in our case O(CFα ))
to be covered. Putting these together, the overall time complexity
of Algorithm 1 is O(|CF |2 f (|CFα |) + |CFα |2 f (|CF |)).

6.

RELATED WORKS

Numerous efforts have been made to reduce the number of frequent patterns, especially for itemsets. Well-known examples include maximal frequent patterns [18], closed frequent patterns [20],
free-sets [5], disjunction-free sets [7], non-derivable itemsets [9, 8,
19], and δ-cluster notation [26]. Most of these methods try to identify certain rules to filter out “non-essential” itemsets. Even though
some of the rules utilize disjunctive rules or deductive rules which
share a certain spirit with our block-interaction modeling, their objectives do not address utilizing a small collection of basic itemsets
to “generatively” explain or recover other frequent itemsets. In our
scheme, even if an itemset can be explained by other itemsets, it
may still serve as a core block. We note that δ-cluster also tries
to apply the set cover idea to concisely represent the collection of
frequent itemsets. However, it does not provide a generative view.
Indeed, the δ-cluster method can be viewed as a special case of
ours: a (1 × 1)-block interaction model with no block union operators.
In [17], we developed an approach to provide a generative view
of an entire collection of itemsets. However, that model cannot
recover support information for an individual itemset. Also, the
optimization goal of [17] is not to reduce the number of frequent
itemsets to a small core set, but to minimize the representation or
storage cost of maximal itemsets. In [17], we proposed a bipartite
graph set cover problem which is equivalent to a set cover problem.

Datasets
connect
pumsb
chess
retail
T40I10D100K

I
129
7116
75
16469
1000

T
67557
49046
3,196
88162
100000

density
dense
dense
dense
sparse
sparse

Table 1: Datasets Characters. I is the total number of items
and T is the total number of transactions
In this work, the proposed graph set cover problem is much more
general and more difficult than the classical set cover problem.

α
0.92
0.91
0.90
0.89
0.88

MFI
175
192
222
261
313

α
0.90
0.89
0.88
0.87
0.86

MFI
259
348
500
633
825

1. How does our block interaction model(B.I.) compare with
the state-of-art summarization schemes, including Maximal
Frequent Itemsets [18](MFI), Close Frequent Itemsets [20](CFI),
Non-Derivable Frequent Itemsets [9](NDI), and Representative pattern [26](δ-Cluster).
2. How do different parameters, including α, ǫ, and ǫ1 affect the
conciseness of the block modeling, i.e., the number of core
blocks?
In order to answer the above questions, we design three groups
of experiments:
Group 1: In the first group of experiments, we vary the support
level α for each dataset with a fixed user-preferred accuracy level ǫ
(either 5% or 10%) and fix ǫ1 = 2ǫ .
Group 2: In the second group of experiments, we study how userpreferred accuracy level ǫ would affect the model conciseness (the
number of core blocks). Here, we vary ǫ generally in the range
from 0.1 to 0.2 with a fixed support level α and ǫ1 = 2ǫ .
Group 3: In the third group of experiments, we study how the
distribution of accuracy level ǫ1 in the two stages would affect the
model conciseness. We vary ǫ1 between 0.1ǫ and 0.9ǫ with fixed
support level α and the overall accuracy level ǫ.
Datasets and Experimental Environment: We conducted our evaluation on a total of 5 datasets, including four real datasets and one
synthetic dataset. Three of them are dense datasets and two of them
are sparse datasets. All of them are publicly available on the FIMI
repository 1 . The basic characteristics of the datasets are listed in
Table 1. In our experiments, we use the MAFIA algorithm [6],
which is publicly available online2 , to generate frequent itemsets,
closed frequent itemsets and maximal frequent itemsets. Our algorithms were implemented in C++ and run on Linux 2.6 on an Intel
Xeon 3.2 GHz processor with 4GB memory.
Results from Group 1: Table 2, 3, 4, and 5 show the results
of Group 1 on the real datasets connect, pumsb, chess, and retail,
respectively. Table 6 shows the results on the synthetic dataset
T40I10D100K. In these experiments, we can see clearly that the
(2 × 2) interaction model consistently produces the most concise
representation for different support levels. In particular, our results
show that the number of core blocks needed to represent the entire
collection of frequent itemsets, including their support information,
is even less than the number of maximal frequent itemsets (MFI),
one of the best summarization methods for frequent itemsets, but
which does not include support information.
1
2

http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi/data/
http://himalaya-tools.sourceforge.net/Mafia/

NDI
168
184
199
223
240

δ-Cluster
178
196
222
279
332

B.I.
56
56
72
85
89

Table 2: Group1.Connect: ǫ = 0.05

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we report the effectiveness of (2 × 2)-block interaction modeling in summarizing the frequent itemsets on both
real and synthetic datasets. Specifically, we are interested in the
following questions:

CFI
2212
2819
3486
4218
5106

CFI
1465
2186
3160
4508
6245

NDI
585
763
501
1200
1470

δ-Cluster
259
348
988
634
826

B.I.
48
82
88
99
262

Table 3: Group1.Pumsb: ǫ = 0.1
α
0.875
0.850
0.825
0.800
0.775

MFI
74
119
176
226
325

α
0.007
0.006
0.005
0.004
0.003

MFI
167
219
284
424
692

α
0.032
0.031
0.030
0.029
0.028

MFI
608
645
700
741
812

CFI
1059
1885
3189
5083
7679

NDI
133
172
218
281
352

δ-Cluster
83
137
209
288
426

B.I.
81
82
126
109
266

Table 4: Group1.Chess: ǫ = 0.05
CFI
315
417
580
831
1393

NDI
317
418
582
838
1410

δ-Cluster
294
391
545
783
1325

B.I.
136
176
241
335
538

Table 5: Group1.Retail: ǫ = 0.05
CFI
685
730
793
842
924

NDI
686
731
794
843
925

δ-Cluster
685
730
793
842
924

B.I.
458
472
486
495
506

Table 6: Group1.T40I10D100K: ǫ = 0.1
ǫ
0.06
0.08
0.1
0.12
0.14

MFI
222
222
222
222
222

ǫ
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.1

MFI
219
219
219
219
219

ǫ1
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.07
0.09

MFI
259
259
259
259
259

CFI
3486
3486
3486
3486
3486

NDI
199
199
199
199
199

δ-Cluster
225
223
222
222
222

B.I.
104
50
40
27
19

Table 7: Group2.Connect: α = 0.9
CFI
417
417
417
417
417

NDI
418
418
418
418
418

δ-Cluster
390
389
389
220
389

B.I.
176
175
175
233
203

Table 8: Group2.Retail: α = 0.006
CFI
1465
1465
1465
1465
1465

NDI
585
585
585
585
585

δ-Cluster
259
259
259
259
259

B.I.
28
39
48
87
258

Table 9: Group3.Pumsb: α = 0.9, ǫ = 0.1
ǫ1
0.005
0.015
0.025
0.035
0.045

MFI
219
219
219
219
219

CFI
417
417
417
417
417

NDI
418
418
418
418
418

δ-Cluster
391
391
391
391
391

B.I.
216
401
176
175
175

Table 10: Group3.Retail: α = 0.006, ǫ = 0.05

Specifically, Table 2 shows the number of core blocks (core itemsets) in B.I. is on average more than 3 times smaller than the number of patterns in MFI, NDI and δ-Cluster. It is 50 times more
compact than CFI. Table 3 shows that B.I. is 5 times better than
MFI and δ-Cluster, 9 and 32 times better than CFI and NDI respectively. In Table 4, the result sizes of MFI, NDI and δ-Cluster are
around 1.5 times more than the number of core blocks, and B.I. is
27 times better than CFI. In Table 5, the block size in B.I. is noticeably smaller than MFI, and less than half of those results produced
by other methods, while in Table 6, our B.I. method achieves 1.5
times better compactness than the others.
Results from Group 2: In the second group of experiments, we fix
α for each dataset and vary ǫ between 1 % and 20%. Due to the lack
of space, we only provide the experimental results on two datasets,
one dense dataset (Connect) and one sparse dataset (Retail). For the
dense dataset connect, Tahle 7 shows the number of core blocks
shrinks as the user-preferred accuracy level grows. Clearly, this
is consistent with the intuition that less accurate recovery needs
fewer blocks and more accurate recovery needs more core blocks.
Specifically, for the dense dataset (Connect), the number of core
blocks (itemsets) is up to more than 10 times better than MFI, NDI,
and δ-Clusters, and on average 183 times smaller than CFI. Our
method also works well for the sparse dataset: Table 8 shows that
the number of core blocks is smaller than that of MFI, and 2 times
more compact than CFI, NDI and δ-Cluster.
Results from Group 3: For the similar reason, we only report on
two datasets for the third group of experiments. We first fix α to be
0.9 for the dense dataset Pumsb, 0.006 for the sparse dataset Retail,
and vary ǫ1 from 0.1ǫ to 0.9ǫ.
For the dense dataset Pumsb, when ǫ1 = 0.7ǫ, B.I. is about 3
times better than MFI and δ-Cluster, 6.7 times better than NDI,
and 16.8 times better than CFI. However, when ǫ1 decreases to
0.1ǫ, B.I. performs almost 10 times better than MFI and δ-Cluster,
20 times better than NDI, and even 52 times better than CFI. Interestingly, we can observe quite different performance of B.I. on
the sparse dataset Retail (Table 10) when ǫ1 decreases. This suggests that ǫ1 has very different impacts on B.I. in different datasets.
While for a given dataset, we may be able to obtain a general understanding of its performance (by looking at how each stage can
effectively explain their input itemsets), an analytical method for
optimizing ǫ1 for different dataset is an interesting open question.

8. CONCLUSIONS
Can we summarize a collection of frequent itemsets and provide
accurate support information using only a small number of frequent
itemsets? This problem is not only of practical importance, but also
of theoretical interest. It has become one of the central problems
in recent frequent pattern mining research. The existing methods
have mainly focused on leveraging simple and basic rules to define and then remove non-essential patterns. In this work, we take
a different route by focusing on different but also fundamentally
important questions: How does the complexity of frequent patterns
arise? Can the large number of frequent itemsets be generated
from a small number of patterns through their interactions? In
our search for a generative view of the collection of frequent patterns, we have developed the novel block-interaction model to concisely summarize a collection of frequent patterns. This model not
only brings a new view of the frequent patterns, but also opens
a set of new research questions: Should frequent patterns be a
phenomenon or the targeted knowledge? What is the underlying
knowledge/rules for frequent patterns? Will such knowledge (like
the core block/itemsets) be more useful than the frequent pattern
themselves? In addition, this model also addresses an important

challenge for data mining: Given a set of mining results, how can
we explain them or visualize them to the end users? The model developed here clearly gears towards such a goal. Finally, our study
also opens up a list of research questions for algorithmic research,
for instance, can we develop an algorithm for graph set cover with
better approximation bound?

9.
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